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Goal Setting 
Overall Goal:  Move our students along the addition/subtraction continuum and multiplication/division continuum through work with efficient strategies in a variety of contexts. 

Needs Assessment / Where Are We Now? 
 

Data from the 2018-2019 EQAO cohort (Westminster Public School) 
 
Participating students in Grade 3: 

• 78% achieved at or above provincial standard in reading. 

• 68% achieved at or above provincial standard in writing. 

• 46% achieved at or above provincial standard in mathematics. 

 
Participating students in Grade 6: 

• 84% achieved at or above provincial standard in reading  

• 84% achieved at or above provincial standard in writing. 

• 42% achieved at or above provincial standard in mathematics. 

 
EQAO Student Questionnaire Results - 2017-2018 
 
61% of our grade 3 students like math most of the time and 57% believe they are good at math. 
53% of our grade 6 students like math most of the time and 50 % believe they are good at math. 

 
Theory of Action: Due October 21, 2019 

If we focus on the purposeful planning of diagnostic assessment to drive planning and teaching the abilities of ‘noticing and naming’ strategy practices of students and educators through a focus 

on monitoring learning and setting goals, then achievement will improve, as students move forward on the Lawson Continuum and become more flexible and confident in the use of efficient 

strategies. 

Success criteria for engaging learning experiences: 
I can see and hear authentic learning experiences    
I can see and hear assessment and feedback practices   
I can see and hear student-centered learning   
I can see and hear students using resources with intention   
I can see and hear educators as responsive facilitators   
I can see and hear collaboration   
I can see and hear purposeful planning   
I can see and hear discourse along with independent think time   
I can see and hear wellness    

Success Criteria for eliciting student thinking and learning through triangulation 



PRE-DATA: DUE:  October 11, 2019 
Monitoring the IF: 
Based on the co-constructed success criteria for educator learning. (e.g. criteria for providing effective descriptive feedback).  Include pre-data for your educators: 
 
Plotting of all student in the four Learning Team members classrooms took place after first Learning Team meeting as we explore and assess the diagnostic pre-assessments through moderated marking and determine our students place 
on the continuum. We explored the curriculum attached to the grades taught by our team (Kindergarten (SKs only) Grade 1 and 2 – Grade 4, and Grades 4 and 5) 
 
Monitoring the THEN (e.g. student achievement, engagement, wellness):  Drag Dots onto the continuum – choose the correct colour based on the division of the child.  You can copy more dots if required. 
                                                                              
 
Kindergarten (SK): 
                                                                    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Grade: 1/2 
 

 
 
Grade 4: 
 

 
 



 
Grade 5 (both classes) 
 

: 
 
 

Phase (Number of 

Students)
%

None Used 3 2.3%

Pre-Addition and Subtraction 7 5.3%

Direct Modelling and Counting 8 6.11%

Counting More Efficiently and Tracking 33 25.19%

Working With Numbers 18 13.74%

Proficiency 62 47.33%

Totals: 131 100.00%

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Other Quantitative Data: 
 
Please see the above plotting. 
 
Qualitative Data: 
 
Kindergarten (SK): The question was 7 + 3. 16 out 27 students were able to answer correctly (a few on the second attempt or after slight redirection or rereading). The distinct strategies used –use of Ten Frames or counters (11), fingers 
(6), Known Fact or Mental Math (6), Counting All (2), nothing (1). Some student still working on number recognition. 
 
Grade 1 and 2s: The question provided was 8 + 7. 31 out of 34 students were to answer correctly the first time; 2 went back and answered correctly and 1 student was off by one. 
The distinct strategies used – counting all (6), counting on (22) and known facts (6). Many students used rekenreks, cubes or counting in their head. 
 
Grade 4: The question provided was 283 + 684. 14 out of 21 students were to answer correctly. The distinct strategies used –algorithm (14), place value (3), counting on (1), fingers (1), unknown/nothing (2).  
All students used only paper and pencil. No real strategies named or explained. 
 
Grade 5: The question was 1217 + 1914. 20 out of 23 students were to answer correctly. The distinct strategies used –algorithm (20), place value (1), guessed (1).  
All students used only paper and pencil. No real strategies named or explained. 
 
Grade 5: The question was 1217 + 1914. 15 out of 20 students were to answer correctly. The distinct strategies used –algorithm (15), place value/’expanded form’ (5). 
All students used only paper and pencil. No real strategies named or explained. 
 
 
 

PLAN and ACT – DUE:  October 28, 2019 
 

At our November meeting we will be coming together to compare results of the diagnostic questions provided to students. We will look to identify consistencies of efficient practice and understanding. In our first look at the data many of 
the students are using effective and efficient strategies while also answering correctly the first time. This may lead us to move directly to imbedding the problem in to differentiated word problems to see if they use the same strategy to 
solve the word problem and remain consistent in their ability to answer correctly. Regardless, we will be comparing the initial diagnostic with the 3 week follow-up and discuss what intentional teacher moves occurred to move the 
struggling students forward. Almost no students are able to identify their strategies – this will be an important starting point in moving forward. 
 
- Educators will continue (some are just beginning and have had limited exposure as they are new to the team) to explore the Alex Lawson’s What to look for: Understanding and developing student thinking in early numeracy to ensure 
we understand what we are looking for. 
- Learning Team participants have conducted diagnostic assessments to bring to the Learning Team table. We will be bringing comparative assessments to our next meeting, so that we may conduct moderated marking and determine 
our students place/move on the continuum. 
- We will endeavor to embed consistent and purposeful Number Talks into our daily classroom practice to continue to monitor our students progress and work on consistent ‘noticing and naming’. 
- We will explore the variety of Number Talks and games available and search for which may be purposefully used to elicit, explore and teach the desired skills and strategies. 
- We will determine and post co-created success criteria around Number Talks to create norms that promote inclusion, participation, engagement and use of consistent language (drawn from the continuum) through classroom practice 
and the demonstration of explicitly modelled situations. 
- We will also look at the progression of work and best practices explored and expanded upon by last year’s team and decide what of those we wish to commit to exploring by determining what will best serve our students. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MID-CYCLE 1 DATA: DUE:  November 29, 2019 
 
Monitoring the IF: 
Based on the co-constructed success criteria for educator learning. (e.g. criteria for providing effective descriptive feedback).  Include pre data for your educators: 
 
All students in the four Learning Team member’s classrooms took place after first Learning Team meeting as we explored and assessed the diagnostic pre-assessments through moderated marking and determine our students place on 
the continuum. We explored the curriculum attached to the grades taught by our team (Kindergarten (SKs only) Grade 1 and 2 – Grade 4, and Grades 4 and 5). We did not replot as very little to no change occurred that was mappable. 
What did change and our observations are provided below in the Qualitative Data. 
 
Monitoring the THEN (e.g. student achievement, engagement, wellness):  
 
Please see initial post above for continuum mapping – little to no change in operational understanding was observed - the majority of students were successful and remained so – anecdotal observations provided below. 
 
Qualitative Data: 
 
Kindergarten (SK): The emphasis of the work at present is on Number Talks and Book Stories with an emphasis on real life situations and using oral language to talk through the problems. Some student still working on number 
recognition. 
 
Grade 1 and 2s: The question provided to the grade 1’s was the same (8 + 7) and a new problem involving two-digit by two-digit addition was provided to the grade 2’s. This time they were provided embedded in a word problem. All, but 
three grade 2’s were able to solve for the correct answer. The students used co-created success criteria checklists, pictures and statement answers.  
 
Grade 4: The question was increased to the new grade appropriate curriculum expectation. The question provided was 4217 + 1914. 16 out of 21 students were to answer correctly (an increase of two students). They then moved on to 
subtraction, asking 4237 – 1429. 13 out of 21 students were to answer correctly. All used the algorithm. They then attempted a 2-step word problem using addition and subtraction with possible regrouping. 14 of 21 students were able to 
answer correctly. A few had uncertainties about which operation to use. 
 
Grade 5: The question was increased to the new grade appropriate curriculum expectation, asking 56789 + 12345. 16 out of 20 students were to answer correctly. They then moved on to subtraction, asking 24237 – 18629. 14 out of 20 
students were to answer correctly. All used the algorithm and a common mistake was the wrong number on top. They then attempted a 2-step word problem using addition and subtraction with possible regrouping. Only 6 of 21 students 
were able to answer correctly, with 7 only completing the 1st step. 
 
Grade 5: Waiting on specific data. 
   

MID CYCLE 1: ASSESS and REFELCT:  DUE:  November 29, 2019 
 
At our November meeting we came together to compare results of the diagnostic questions provided to students with that of the recently completed word problems. We will look to identify consistencies of efficient practice and 
understanding. In our first look at the data many of the students are using effective and efficient strategies while also answering correctly the first time.  
When looking at the word problem work - we are seeing a couple of different things that we are questioning:  
 
The idea of ‘take away’ (in relation to subtraction) – where did this come from? It isn’t in the curriculum – we talked about the need to explore both ideas of subtraction being both removal and difference and how an open number line 
helps to establish this conceptual understanding while also connecting strongly to the inverse operation of addition. We spoke about how to begin these conversations in Primary division. 
 
With the Primary classes, especially grades 1 and 2 we were questioning if the request/criteria indicating the need for pictures, was shifting the strategy and over complicating things and perhaps causing confusion – we agreed that it 
should be an option – so as not to direct them. 
 
In the Juniors we found some real struggle in the realm of 2- part problems – where many students would answer the first part but were unable to determine next steps to solve the entire problem and were not necessarily identifying that 
they hadn’t completely solved the problem. 
 
We also identified that students were successfully employing the open number line strategy on a consistent basis – until, they were asked to solve word problems, where they would revert to the use of the algorithm which they were not 
able to successfully employ. We spoke about posing some questions that indicated trying to pose two questions – these two questions would be the same both times they are presented, but one time we would ask for them to solve using 
the algorithm and one time with the open number line to demonstrate to students the difference in success rates  



Moving Forward: 
 
- Educators will continue (some are just beginning and have had limited exposure as they are new to the team) to explore the Alex Lawson’s, ‘What to Look For: Understanding and Developing Student Thinking in Early Numeracy’ to 
ensure we understand what we are looking for and how to identify it for ourselves and model this for our students (ongoing) 
- Moving forward the Junior classes will be looking at multiplication with the same intent of beginning with looking at a diagnostic operational question 
 
- Moving forward the Primary classes will be looking at a couple of different items, including: continuing to explore addition and the use and identification of efficient strategies, emphasizing oral and kinesthetic math experiences to build 
conceptual understanding, and exploration and explicit modeling of the use of open number lines 
 
- We will continue to look to explore the variety of Number Talks and math games available; searching for which may be purposefully used to elicit, explore and teach the desired skills and strategies – (ongoing) 
 
- We will also look at the progression of work and best practices explored and expanded upon by last year’s team and decide what of those we wish to commit to exploring by determining what will best serve our students – we are 
currently connecting with some of the teachers who ran Math Games last year – to utilize their experience with setting up mentorship and classroom connections to support the practice of games and the establishment of independent 
practice to also assist in accessing and promoting the use of guided groups 

 
 


